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ABSTRACT
The work in this paper is the extension of linear programming model for router load balancing proposed in [5]. The
proposed model uses two-stage forwarding: In first stage, a linear programming scheduler is used to distribute uneven
packets to the Virtual Input Queues (VIQs) and in second stage packets are forwarded using linear programming from
VIQs through switching fabric. The key idea of the model is to maximize resource utilization at router level which
certainly enhance network throughput. The routers use random, round robin and proposed LP model for forwarding the
packets. All the links used in the simulator are homogeneous and shortest path routing metric is used by the router to
route the outgoing packets. The simulation shows that performance of proposed model is better in some specific cases.
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I INTRODUCTION
The popularity of social media and multimedia media applications increases the load on the Internet

drastically in the last decade and continues in the future also. Researchers have shown keen interest in
developing optimal and efficient DLB techniques for Routers, which are the back bone of Internet. Routing is
the act of moving information across an internet from a source to a destination. The major components of
router are: input queue, switching fabric, output queue, routing table and processing unit. Router forwards
packets from input port to output port through switching fabric by referring routing table. Output port stores
the packets in the form of queue that it has received through switching fabric and then transmits them
whenever it finds a link free. Routers run variety of algorithms to generate and update their routing table,
filtering unwanted traffic in broadcasting, assuring reliability by providing multiple paths etc. [6]. The routing
algorithms follow one or more protocols. There are three classes of routing protocols: namely distance vector,
link state and hybrid. Some popular routing protocols include RIP, IGRIP, OSPF, EIGRP etc.

The paper simulates Linear Programming (LP) based model for routers proposed by the author in [5].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses model overview; Algorithm Description is
described in section III. Simulation of the proposed model is covered in Section IV whereas Simulation result
is discussed in Section V. The conclusion and future work is given in Section VI.

II PROPOSED MODEL OVERVIEW
A router is comprises of input queue, switching fabric and output queue. In the proposed model

virtual input queues are added between input queues and switching fabric. The number of packets arriving in
input queues are different i.e. some input queues are heavily loaded while others are lightly loaded. To
distribute the load evenly virtual input queues are added [2]. In the proposed model two stage of load
balancing is applied. In first stage the packets are distributed in virtual input queues and in second stage the
packets are forwarded to output links of the router using switching fabric and in both stages the LP based
scheduler is used to distribute load evenly in the system. The packets are forwarded by the scheduler
according to the request categories. To identify request category, the proposed router load balancer uses the
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Currently Unused (CU) two bits shown in Figure 1.1, in the types of service field of the header of IP-packets
[RFC 2474][7].

The proposed load balancing model uses Linear Programming (LP) to distribute packets. The linear
programming objective of the model is to maximize the overall throughput of the system, say Z, while
ensuring fairness to each category-class and can be given as:= ∑ (, ∗ ) ℎ = 1,2,… , = 1,2,… , (1)

where fij is the rate at which category-class i request is forwarded by VIQj and tij is the time duration for which
category-class i request is forwarded by VIQ j. The detailed discription of the formulation of linear
programming can be found in [5].

III ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION
Proposed model dynamically distributes the packets and balances the load on VIQ of routers. Arrival

of requests follows Poisson distribution and forwarding rate are distributed exponentially. According to
Poisson distribution, the probability Pn of n packets will arrive in the system during a given interval t is given
as:

Pn = e-λt * (λt) n / n!

where, λ is the arrival rate of packets per unit time.
Similarly, according to Exponential distribution, the probability Pn that no more than t period would

be required to forward an incoming packet is given by:

Pn = 1 – e-µt

where, µ is service rate of requests per unit time.

For simulation, the classes being used are Router class, Link class and Network class. The object of
these classes keeps the complete information of their own viz. a Router class object knows its other neighbors,
connecting link costs, load balancing strategies to be used etc. Network classes are built using Router and
Link classes and simulate the network using one of the load balancing strategies out of random, round robin
and proposed LP based DLB [1][3]. The algorithm of the proposed model is described as follows:

class Router

{ Router(SetRouterInfo, SetLinkInfo, SetNeighborInfo);

//Initializes router with information of adjacent routers, links, link cost etc.

void setRouter();

Router getRouterInfo();

Fig 1.1 IP-Packet and Types of Service Field
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double calculateThroughput();

void startRouting()

{ for (NbrCostPair ncp : nbrList)

{ Define S as a set of nodes.

Define Cost (x) as the cost of cheapest route

Initially Cost (x) is infinite.

While not all nodes in S

{ Determine the set W (Say) of nodes not in S but connected to a node in S.

Choose a node X in W for which Cost (x) is minimum. Add X to the set S.

For each node V not in S, define Cost(V) =minimum {Cost(V), Cost(X) + cost
of link connecting X to V}.

If Cost(V) is changed define Prior(V) = X

}// End of while

}// End of for

}// End of startRouting function

}

Class Network

{ Router [] r;

Link [] l;

Network(){ }// Initializes network with given number of routers and links.

void setNetwork();

void simulateNetwork();

}

IV SIMULATION
To simplify the Linear Program the number of decision variables are kept less. Keeping this view,

simulation considers four categories of packets and routers having three inline cards, three Virtual Input
Queues (VIQs) and three outline cards which results in twelve decision variables [tij].

For exhaustive simulation, three sets of inputs {I1, I2, I3}, each consisting different category requests
{C1, C2, C3, C4} with reserved forwarding rate ratio {WI1, WI2, WI3} have been considered. The calculated
forwarding rate of different category requests and their associated reserved forwarding rate ratio are shown in
Table 1.1 and is the input for LP. Solving LPP stated in equation (1), for given inputs, forwarding rate {FRI1,
FRI2, FRI3} and reserved forwarding rate ratio {WI1, WI2, WI3}, the decision variables {TI1, TI2, TI3} are
determined as shown in Table 1.2. To solve Linear Programming problem, resolver tool of MS Excel has been
used.

As shown in Table 1.3, the throughput of category one requests C1I1 can be calculated by multiplying the
forwarding rate (Table 1.1) of the category for different VIQs with corresponding forwarding time (Table 1.2)
i.e.

= FRI1C1V1 * FTI1C1V1+ FRI1C1V2 * FTI1C1V2 + FRI1C1V3 * FTI1C1V3

= 0.6 * 0.58346 + 0.6 * 0.29709 + 0.5 * 0.609494642

= 0.833078

Similarly, category wise throughput and total throughput (Z) for all three inputs can be calculated as shown in
Table 1.3.
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Table 1.1 Forwarding Rate and Reserved
Forwarding Rate Ratio for Different Inputs

Table 1.2 Allocated Service Time for Different
Inputs

Where FR, FT and Req Cat stands for Forwarding Rate, Forwarding Time and Request Category
respectively.

Category wise throughput for different inputs can be verified with the help of their forwarding rate
ratio (W) for corresponding input. For example calculated throughput for categories {C1, C2, C3, C4} of input I1

{0.833078, 0.562328, 0.374885, 0.312404} can be verified by finding the {40, 27, 18, 15} % of total
throughput 2.082695, where {40, 27, 18, 15} is the reserved service rate ratio for input I1 (Table 1.3).

To test the performance of the proposed LP Model, instantaneous throughput Z for a single router
have been calculated using random scheduling, round robin scheduling and proposed LP model for the three
given set of inputs, shown in Table 1.4 and Figure 1.2.

To further test the model, JAVA network simulator is used. The routers of the network simulator use
random, round robin and proposed LP model for load balancing as discussed above. All the links used in the
simulator are homogeneous and shortest path routing metric is used by the switching fabric of the router to
route the outgoing packets. Each of the routers in the simulator have three inline cards, three outline cards and
three virtual input queues. Simulator uses 9n back bone links for a network having 3(n+1) routers, where n is
a natural number i.e. for a network having 12 routers there are 27 backbone links.

Table 1.3 Throughput for Different Inputs

Category I1 I2 I3

C1 0.833078 0.64511 0.7343

C2 0.562328 0.51609 0.52174

C3 0.374885 0.4055 0.38647

C4 0.312404 0.27648 0.28986

Z (Total) 2.082695 1.84318 1.93237

Table 1.4 Throughput Comparison using
Different Algorithms

Input Random RR Proposed
LP

I1 2.3245036 2.2274813 2.082695

I2 2.1067574 1.9660587 1.84318

I3 2.1523671 2.0522196 1.93237

FR Req
Cat

VOQ
V1

VOQ
V2

VOQ
V3

W

FRI1

C1 0.6 0.6 0.5 40

C2 0.4 0.8 0.4 27

C3 0.9 0.7 0.7 18

C4 0.6 0.7 0.8 15

FRI2

C1 0.4 0.6 0.5 35

C2 0.6 0.9 0.4 28

C3 0.5 0.7 0.7 22

C4 0.5 0.7 0.6 15

FRI3

C1 0.6 0.5 0.4 38

C2 0.8 0.3 0.5 27

C3 0.5 0.7 0.8 20

C4 0.6 0.8 0.4 15

FT
Req
Cat

VOQ

V1

VOQ

V2

VOQ

V3

FTI1

C1 0.58346 0.29709 0.609494642

C2 0 0.70291 0

C3 0.41654 0 0

C4 0 0 0.39051

FTI2

C1 0.44704 0.42657 0.420713872

C2 0 0.57343 0

C3 0 0 0.57928613

C4 0.55295 0 0

FTI3

C1 0.347826 0.63768 0.51691

C2 0.65217 0 0

C3 0 0 0.483092

C4 0 0.362319 0
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Fig. 1.2 Throughput Comparison using Different Algorithms

The routers used in the simulator are either edge or backbone routers. For artificial load, all categories
of client requests are generated and the test is performed on a network having 12, 18, 24, 30 and 36 routers.
The results of test are shown in Table 1.4.

V RESULT ANALYSIS
From Table 1.4 and Figure 1.3, approximately 10% improvement of the performance of the router

using LP model has been observed as compared to random and approximately 6% improvement is noticed as
compared to RR. Similarly, Table 1.4 and Figure 1.3 shows approximately 8.5% for up to 18 router network
performance improvement of proposed model over random. However, as the number of routers increase in the
network, the performance increases up to 14.5% for 36 routers. As compare to round robin there is
approximately 7.25% improvement up to 18 router network, whereas for network of 36 routers, up to 11.75%
increase in the performance is observed.

Table 1.4 Throughput for Different Number of
Routers and Links

Fig. 1.3 Throughput Comparison for Different
Number of Routers
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12 27 79.035 72.847 68.489

18 45 106.505 98.728 96.158

24 63 168.707 149.423 138.537

30 81 215.588 194.491 170.286

36 99 246.372 221.231 195.795
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VI CONCLUSION
The full paper is based on the model proposed by the author in [5]. In [5], a Linear Programming

based DLB model for routers has been proposed. The paper simulates the model by taking real world
examples. For simulation JAVA inbuilt classes are being used. Simulation uses artificial load comprises of
various category of requests. In simulation, the proposed model is compared with popular load balancing
techniques viz. random and round robin. The observations of the simulation shows that, as the number of
routers increase in the network, the proposed model gives better result. As future work, the simulator will be
tested for real time data of the network. The real time data will be collected from IT Centers of the
Universities and Govt. departments. Further, the proposed model will be tested for heterogeneous links by
keeping other parameters constant [4].
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